How to Assemble

**Step 1: Assemble Liner**
- Attach self-aligning lid to liner, using moderate pressure.
- Adhesive on lid should adhere to entire circumference of the liner.

**Step 2: Place liner in Outer Shell**
- Place liner assembly in outer shell
- Connect blue vacuum tubing to vacuum port
- Turn valve to **ON** position

**Step 3: Lid Set-up**
- Secure cap on Tandem and Pour Ports
- Place suction tubing on Patient Port (elbow optional)

**Step 4: Liner Disposal**
- Turn vacuum source **OFF** using the **ON/OFF** valve on the outer shell
- Disconnect tubing from patient port
- Remove blue hose from VACUUM port
- Securely cap all ports
- Remove liner leaving outer shell in place*
- Dispose of drainage and disposable liner in compliance with facility’s guidelines*

*Do not dispose of outer shell when replacing the inner liner*

This Assembly Guide does not supersede the instructions given by a prescriber or the information contained in the Instructions for Use (“IFU”) which accompany this device. Please refer to the IFU for all warnings, cautions and complete instructions.